
XYZ Racing Australia has undertaken years of research and 
development to refine its range of Commodore coilovers. From VB to 
current model, XYZ has a solution to suit your needs and features the 
most adjustment on the market in both height and damping control. 
XYZ Racing also offers a range of 
products to complement the 
coilover systems such as camber 
tops through to varied spring rates 
which means XYZ can tailor a 
solution to your needs and get 
your Commodore handling like
it’s on rails.

XYZ Racing takes motorsport technology to the 
street with a 5 way adjustable coilover system and a 
30 stage tuneable shock for precise tuning.

Racing sports mono tube design consists of a 
generous 45mm piston for ultimate control and 
shock absorber consistency that pushes the limits of 
stability and grip. Spring and body adjustment 
means flexibility to have your ride either on the 
ground or sports lowered. 

XYZ Coilovers offer all that with track proven 
performance to suit your individual demands.  
XYZ’s race precision engineering combined with 
Australian custom design enables the lowest ride 
possible with exceptional comfort and handling. 
A 5 year warranty gives you peace of mind a 
premium quality product is supplied.

XYZ Racing has every model Falcon covered, from XK to FG-X. 
The XK-XF system is designed with a very unique feature that 
eliminates the spring saddle and allows height and damping 
adjustability with a progressive rate spring. E-Series system 
features double height 
adjustability front and rear 
whilst still being 100% bolt in. 
The BA-FG-X kit incorporates 
front double height adjustment 
and a bolt in height adjustable 
platform in the rear and 
externally adjustable shocks to 
allow high levels of fine tuning 
on the go. 

XYZ Racing Australia has developed a unique solution for early 
Mazda models. From R100 to the RX7 every model is supplied 
with specific adjustable tops with no modifications to install. 
Another unique feature is the ability to adjust both spring and 
body, so no matter what 
height is required full 
adjustment is available. 
Models featured are as 
follows, the R100, 1200, 1300, 
RX2, Capella, RX3, 808, 323, 
RX4, RX7. All models designed 
in-house and tops are 
available in either anodized 
black or silver.

EARLY MAZDA COILOVERS SUPER SPORTEARLY MAZDA COILOVERS SUPER SPORT

XYZ Racing has the early USA model 64-73 and late Aussie 
delivered mustang models covered. The early mustang systems 
are designed with a very unique feature that eliminates the 
spring saddle and allows height and damping adjustability with 
a progressive rate spring. For 
the later models the coilover 
system is 5 way adjustable 
and with its massive range of 
adjustment will transform the 
car from highway cruiser to 
track weapon.

MUSTANG COILOVERS SUPER SPORTMUSTANG COILOVERS SUPER SPORT

BA-FG Kit Pictured

5 year warranty*

Top of the line sport mono-tube damper
Spring and Body adjustable featuring steel lower 
mounts (MacPherson Strut)
Large piston diameter of 45mm with high quality 
internal components
30-way adjustable dampening for changing road 
conditions or weekend race.
5 YEAR WARRANTY * 

2016-ON Kit Pictured

VE-VF Kit Pictured

RX2 Kit Pictured



Monoblock Forged braking caliper in sizes 4 to 
12 piston depending on kit size.

2 Piece high performance ventilated disc rotor 
with Lightweight alloy center bell.

Painted Red, black, yellow, gold, or custom 
colours available. polished silver, gold and 
titanium or iridescent colours available.

Sizes 286mm to 444mm available.

TUV ISO 9001:2008 Certification Approved

XYZ racing products are built with precision 
engineering and premium quality material. The 
extensive testing, research and development 
ensures excellence and a perfectly fitted product. 
Australian research and development facilitates 
customisation of XYZ products to fit your specific 
needs and driving requirements for Australian 
conditions.
 
Performance Suspension are the Exclusive 
Australian Distributor for XYZ Racing Products and 
provide a limited FIVE (5) year warranty or 
40000km on the Super Sport Coilovers.  For more 
information about the warranty policy please visit 
www.xyzracing.com.au

XYZ Racing Australia and Performance Suspension 
reserve the right to change product specifications, 
fitment, part numbers and price without notice. All 
photos are for illustration purposes, individual 
parts may vary according to vehicle specifics.
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